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About This Game

Become the self-proclaimed best detective in the world in “Detective Hank and the Golden Sneeze”, a steampunk themed,
interactive whodunnit visual-novel with a different culprit on each playthrough! You play as Hank, tasked with finding the

culprit who stole the Golden Sneeze.

Features of the game

High replay value; multiple people who could have stolen the Golden Sneeze.

Multiple ways for the story to run

Alternative paths for Detective Hank to take, all with different clues

A total of 9 different endings, depending on your wits

A steampunk world captured in cartoon art by Studio Enalya

Atmosphere brought to life with a unique soundtrack by upcoming music talent Storytime Symphony

Make your brain work in this puzzle adventure and solve the mystery of who stole the Golden Sneeze!
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Title: Detective Hank and the Golden Sneeze
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Obsessive Science Games
Publisher:
Obsessive Science Games
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2Ghz Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB video card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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detective hank and the golden sneeze

This game is just a major nostalgia hit for me. Almost 2 decades ago i started playing this and i only just managed to find this as
it was on my steam queue. I remember playing this for weeks at a time trying to complete all the objectives.
The idea of the game is to do things in cdifferent orders to find new combinations of ruling the world as God himself. It's a
short but entertaining game, however it does only seem to run win Windows 95 compatibility mode for me.
Worth giving it a go, especially when on sale.. Why did I buy it... why
I know it was gonna drive me crazy, and damnt it does !

10/10 would anger bang.. vary fun adds 10 new levels for 2$.
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. I liked this game it worked well good graphics.... until vr mode was disabled...I will purchase this game again if the vr mode is
returned because I think it has a lot of potential... At first I thought, how much can you do out of only the concept of jumping
off walls in a world without any story? Boy was I correct. The walljumps aren't even good. They are poorly coded, I do not even
have to touch the wall to jump off of it. I definitely can't recommend buying this game.. The game looks really cool and the idea
of interactive storytelling is great. However the writing is mediocre and gives absolutely no hint for how to decide, which results
in a complete trial and error experience.

Due to this i didn't enjoy this game... But as its really cheap, you may still want to give this game a chance... If your trying to
acess Tinker's Lab and\/or Lab Assult you need to get this: http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/238230\/ It's a glitch that
when you press get it leads to here. If you read the description or look at the pictures says nothing about the labs. This DLC
works fine it's just the link that's broken.
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I am a big fan of Farming Sims, but I was hoping for more than is offered in PF14. Graphics are great, seasons are plus, and the
list of equipment without DLC is great, but... there is really nothing new here. I was excited about the campaign mode, but it
didn't really add to the experience. I gave up after 5 hours of play.

The game has potential, but it currently doesn't match the gameplay and features of its competition.. At this price and point - all
fine, some bugs obvious but its not tearing ur eyes out, looking forward to see titan lab or something - customization of titans,
crew with skills, some "cherry on the cake" stuff which will make this game look special.. 100+ hours into this game and yes i
love everything in this game.
i love how A19 telling about old experience in A17,A18 if you played those before you gonna enjoy reading them
because it give good old memory.

if you ask do you think is game worth to spend 40-50$
i do say "yes it worth spend for ending of this series"

also this game make happy and cry a lot.. This was the experience I was hoping for. Just a few blissful moments floating around
observing the pale blue dot. I think the length of this is just right. This is certainly going into my demo list for friends and
newbies.. I can not recommend this game, it's a dead zone.
max online i see these days are 8 (if you're luck)
The developers dont respond to our feedback, and the endless mode is a joke.
you can upgrade structures/turrets 3 times, but you need to upgrade each upgrade 3 times,
that means,, to max upgrade wich is 3, u need to upgrade 9 times wich takes 6 sec, of each turret or defence wall.
So if you put 1 turret and surround it by sandbags, max upgrading wil take 8 zandbags,
6 sec each = 48 sec exclusive the turret. and you only have 30 sec. more later. but its just 1 turret.
The game is not worth playing in current state, it's bugged as hell.
Enemies sometimes doesn't spawn, or there is just 1 stuck.
Do i recommend this game? no. it's to buggy.. It's a good game, good music and fun gameplay. but the only reason this game i
getting a negative review is becaues it comes with SecuROM. REALLY CAPCOM. WHY, WHY DID YOU DO THIS TO
SUCH A GOOD GAME??????? WHHHHYYYYY?. This game is just not worth its price. If it was free to play it would be fine
but now its just way to short for this price.
+Small game, doesn't require a good pc
+Simple gameplay, you don't have to klik on help because everything is self-explaining
+I have never seen a game like this it looks really cool

-Way to high price
-The most \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 music ever
-highly annoying controls(NEVER hold down your right mouse en then move your mouse you won't be able to find your factory
again.)
-If you expected to find out thousends of items, im sorry to say your at the wrong place. This game has only about 30 items and
the recipe's make no sense at all. In the beginning you think its easy and if you just combine random items that you wel get
something out of it. WRONG. 90% of the recipe's(which almost isn't even possible with 30 items) is weird
as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and really confusing
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